
The Game 941 

Chapter 941 The Significance Of The Mutated Seed! Li Kai As A Father!_2 

qin lin looked at the seed, which had been processed and increased by 2, and began to think. 

It was still the same problem, which was how to make the mutant rice appear more normally. 

as he thought about it, he took out his phone and called li kai. 

"Brother li, how's the Xiangshui tribute rice project going?" Qin Lin asked. 

Old brother li had to be the scapegoat for the seed. 

Li Kai's voice immediately came from the other end of the phone, " "Old Brother Qin, isn't your arrival 

just in time? The Xiangshui tribute rice project has been divided into two experiment groups. One of 

them is growing seedlings, and I'm going to check it out." 

"Alright, I'll go with brother li. I've always been concerned about the Xiangshui tribute rice," Qin Lin said 

immediately. 

There were many good things in Linlin's laboratory, such as Linlin watermelon, Xiangshui tribute rice, 

Cola fruit, beauty cucumber, purification grass, and tricolor watermelon. 

Although these things were amazing and could sweep the market once promoted, it did not mean that 

they were limited to this. 

After all, what were planes and cars like decades ago? what were they like now? 

No matter what it was, it could be improved through scientific research. 

This was also the significance of scientific research. 

Linlin's laboratory was the same. Linlin's laboratory was divided into small experimental groups to study 

different items. 

Moreover, with these things, Linlin's laboratory had a higher starting point than the outside world. 

Therefore, Shen Li had been constantly recruiting people for the laboratory. Li Kai had also been 

contacting some very capable crop researchers. 

by the time the outside world worked hard and spent countless research funds to crack these things, 

linlin's laboratory could take these things to the next level through research. 

As a result, no matter how hard the outside world's laboratories tried to crack it, they could only be left 

behind by Linlin's laboratory. 

If someone with such an advantage could still be surpassed in the end, it was either because the people 

of Linlin laboratory were incompetent or the other party had cheated. 

Although the Xiangshui tribute rice had been popularized, the research had not stopped, especially the 

testing and study of the Xiangshui tribute rice grown in various counties of Ming city. 
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in addition, there was a special group of people who studied the production and planting environment 

of xiangshui tribute rice in an attempt to make the xiangshui tribute rice not restricted by the 

environment. 

Although this was difficult, scientific research wasn't something that could be given up just because it 

was difficult. 

Moreover, with the promotion of the Linlin watermelon and purification grass, the Linlin laboratory was 

not short of money at all. 

Qin Lin arrived at Linlin's laboratory and followed Li Kai to check on the experimental research of this 

group. 

There were six researchers in this group, and they were specifically responsible for Li Kai. 

One of the researchers saw Li Kai and greeted him, " "Professor Li, I've done as you instructed and 

simulated six different planting environments." 

When the researcher saw Qin Lin behind Li Kai, he immediately said respectfully, " "Chairman Qin." 

Qin Lin nodded in response and looked around. He wanted to see how he could get the double mutated 

rice seed into the pot without anyone knowing. 

However, he noticed that the field he was going to experiment on was a little different. It was mixed 

with some black soil, which was a special kind of soil. 

This was easy to handle. 

With the special soil mixed in, any seed thrown in could survive. 

Li Kai moved closer and whispered, " Brother Qin, you've noticed the abnormality, right? this time, I dug 

out some special soil from there and also made a special planting liquid. 

this time, I'll simulate six environments. With the help of special soil, the Xiangshui tribute rice might 

have new changes. But don't worry, they don't know about the special soil and think that it's a fertilizer 

that I specially prepared. 

when qin lin heard this, he immediately laughed. " "Since you're so confident, I'll wait for the good news 

then, old brother li," 

"definitely!" Li Kai smiled at the researchers and began to grow seedlings in the six simulated 

environments. 

When these people got serious, they didn't even pay attention to Qin Lin. It was easy for scientific 

researchers to be immersed in their work once they got serious. 

Qin Lin didn't hesitate. While these people weren't paying attention, he pretended to squat down and 

check. Then, he placed the seed in a field that had been scattered with rice. 

After doing all this, he clapped his hands and smiled. 

This time, old brother li will take the blame again! 



Li Kai took some people to check on the seedlings in the experiment and felt that there were no 

problems. He also looked at Qin Lin, who was squatting and checking the rice seeds. He subconsciously 

took out his mobile phone and took a picture of Qin Lin. 

If he were to take the blame when he signed his name, he would have to add old Brother Qin's name to 

it. This would be evidence. 

Just as he was thinking about it, Li Kai's phone rang. Looking at the number, he immediately picked it up 

and said, " "mom, xiuwan is giving birth? Why did you go to the hospital? isn't there a fertility room in 

the manor? Alright, I'll go immediately!" 

Li Kai hung up the phone and walked out of Linlin's laboratory. The " mom " he was referring to was 

Tang xiuwan's mother. 

"What's wrong, old brother li? Dr. Tang is about to give birth?" Qin Lin also immediately followed up 

with questions. 

Li Kai nodded and said, " yes, xiuwan is about to give birth. Today, mom took her to buy some things, 

but she didn't expect it to be early. Because it's next to the county hospital, we had to send her to the 

county hospital's Obstetrics and Gynecology Department first. 

"En!" Qin Lin nodded. 

Having a child was a big deal, so he drove Li Kai to the county hospital. 

At the OB/GYN Department, Tang xiuwan's mother saw Li Kai and immediately rushed up to him. "Li Kai, 

I really didn't expect xiuwan to suddenly bring it forward." 

Li Kai quickly comforted her. mom, it's okay. You didn't do it on purpose. How's xiuwan now? " 

she's already in the delivery room, " Tang xiuwan's mother said. the doctor said she's fine. 

"That's good, that's good." Li Kai heaved a sigh of relief. Because his first priority was to become a 

father, he forgot about Qin Lin, who had also woken up. He immediately went to the delivery room and 

waited anxiously. 

Qin Lin looked at Li Kai's anxious expression and thought of himself. He thought of the scene of Zhao Mo 

giving birth in the future. 

Since it was Tang xiuwan's second child, the door to the delivery room opened after about two hours. It 

meant that everything was going smoothly. 

"Congratulations, it's a young lady!" The doctor also congratulated him when he came out. 

"Good, good!" Li Kai laughed happily. Tang xiuwan was pregnant with a daughter, and he and Tang 

xiuwan had already known about it. They had checked it with the manor's equipment. 

When Qin Lin heard this news, he thought of Chen shengfei, MA Levin, and Li Qing. They also had 

daughters. It seemed that after his brother-in-law's wife got pregnant with Linlin's child wine, they 

found out that it was also a girl, and the family had begun to name her. 

All of them were picking a fight with the girl. 



He also thought of the pregnant Zhao mochen. He couldn't possibly still be a girl, right? 

Zhao mochen didn't check on this. After all, for the two of them, whether it was a girl or a boy, it was 

their own child. There was no difference. 

At this time, Li Kai suddenly said to Qin Yang with a happy face, " "Brother Qin, I'm giving birth to a 

daughter. You must let moqing give birth to a son. When the time comes, he'll be my son-in-law. Chen 

shengfei, MA Levin, and Li Qing's daughters will definitely not be as good-looking as mine!" 

"Ran ran," Qin Lin was stunned. 

These guys had their eyes on his child the last time, and he still hadn't forgotten? 

This was really a sin. He hadn't even come out of his mother's womb, and he was already thinking of 

stuffing a wife. Really. 

Qin Lin rolled his eyes at Li Kai and left tactfully. It was time for old brother Li's family to be together. 

After leaving the hospital, Qin Lin was about to walk back to his car when he saw a couple yelling at each 

other at the entrance of the hospital. 

The man shouted madly,"why are you doing this to me?" We've been married for 16 years, and none of 

the three children are mine. Why are you doing this to me?" 

The boy shouted at the top of his lungs and even hit his own head with his hands. 

The woman was obviously very dissatisfied with the man's attitude. She shouted even more confidently, 

" "Is blood relation that important? The child has been calling you father for more than ten years. You're 

worse than an animal. Can't you still accept someone else's adopted child?" 

This scene had obviously attracted everyone's attention. Everyone's mouth was agape, as if they were 

all somewhat shocked. 

As for what they were shocked about, everyone knew. 

Qin Lin was stunned by this scene. 

In this world, there were indeed people who were happy and people who were sad. There were strange 

things and people who were strange everywhere. 

Chapter 942 Are You Kidding Me? Do You Think This Is An Ordinary New Wine? 

qin lin had just finished his daily tasks in his office when li qing appeared. " "Qin Lin, I'm here. Let's go to 

the winery." 

"we've just arrived and you're already in such a hurry?" Qin Lin asked, shaking his head. 

"I've been waiting for this batch of wine for a long time." Li Qing said as he pulled Qin Lin out of the 

office. 

He was more anxious than anyone about the wine. 

Qin Lin could only shake his head. 
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The wine Li Qing was talking about was the Linlin wine made from the grade 2 water tribute rice. 

White wine was not immediately sold when it was just brewed. New wine would be cellared for a few 

months or even half a year. 

Although this batch of Linlin wine, which was brewed from the quality 2 perfume tribute rice, had the 

attributes of +2 taste and +2 taste, it still had some of the spiciness of white wine and lacked the wine 

fragrance, so it needed to be cellared. 

Li Qing had brought some back before, but it was definitely not as effective as storing them in his 

house's cellar for decades. 

Now that it was almost time to come out of the cellar, Li Qing, a wine-loving guy, naturally rushed over. 

This was the first batch of Xiangshui tribute rice used to brew Linlin wine. Even if all of Qin Lin's 

Xiangshui tribute rice was grown and could be used to brew wine in batches in the future, the value and 

significance of this batch would be different. 

And 20% of the wine was his. 

When Qin Lin and Li Qing arrived at the manor's main hall, they saw the three girls, Lin Liu, and Tang 

xiuwan, who had just joined them. 

Zhao mochen had also been following her, learning how to take care of a child. Before the child was 

born, she had already entered the role of a mother. 

Because of this, the manor was quite lively. Otherwise, academician li would be the only one 

recuperating, and the villa would be a bit quiet. 

Moreover, because Zhao moyin had been staying in the manor during her pregnancy, Qin Lin had no 

plans to open up the quota for the time being. 

After greeting the women, Qin Lin and Li Qing headed to Linlin winery. 

Linlin wine factory was now much larger than before, and the entrance had been set up halfway up the 

mountain, with special security guards. 

Because President Bao had taken a 70-year-old Linlin wine to the International baijiu exchange meeting 

and defeated those foreign wines, the reputation of Linlin wine had now surpassed that of Maotai, and 

its collection price had also surpassed that of Maotai. 

When Qin Lin and Li Qing arrived, Master Ma was already waiting for them. 

As soon as he saw the two of them, Master Ma said happily, " "Chairman Qin, and Mr. Li, you're finally 

here." 

"Master Ma, is there any problem with the wine?" Li Qing asked as soon as they met. 

Master Ma promised. I've been watching over it personally. There's no problem. Let's go up now! 

While they were talking, Master Ma also got into one of the winery's internal transportation vehicles. 

After the security guard let him through, they drove towards the winery together. 



After the expansion of the winery, many new wine cellars had been built. Naturally, it was difficult to 

produce good wine with a strong aroma from the new wine cellars. It could only be said that Li Qing had 

given him the wine-making technique and formula, and the new wine was above the standard. 

However, to be honest, the difference between famous wines was mostly reflected in the middle and 

high-end ones to make a name for themselves. There was a difference in the low-end ones, but the 

difference was not big. 

Take the Maotai bar for example. The new Maotai on the market might not be better, but they were 

more expensive. It was all because of their reputation. 

to be honest, most of the people who only bought low-end wine could not tell whether the wine was 

good or bad. they probably drank it because of its reputation. perhaps they thought that they had drunk 

maotai today. under psychological influence, they felt that the wine tasted better. 

Linlin wine naturally had this logic. 

Linlin winery's new wine cellar would be low-end in the future, and the price would not be too high. It 

would be fine as long as it was more expensive than the new wine produced in the new wine cellar of 

Maotai. 

After all, Linlin wine was more famous than Maotai. 

The middle tier would be the wine that was brewed using decades of old cellar. The new wine that was 

produced would have a wine fragrance because of the decades of old cellar. 

High-end, in the future, would be the wine brewed with the quality 1-sound water tribute rice in 

decades of old cellar. 

As for the 2-resonance water tribute rice wine, or the wine that he had kept in the game for decades, 

they were just legends and not easily available. 

One must know that a bottle of 70-year-old Linlin wine was sold to the white wine Association for 20 

million Yuan previously. After the International exchange meeting, it would be even more expensive. 

As soon as they arrived at the old factory area, Master Ma got out of the car and led Qin Lin and Li Qing 

to the other side. Due to the expansion, the entrance of the old factory had been changed to the other 

side. 

"Master Ma!" 

"Master Ma!" 

"……" 

When Master Ma walked past, the young people of the winery greeted him one after another, which 

made him very happy. 

In the past, when the winery was on the verge of closing down, not even a young man was willing to 

work in the winery, much less become an apprentice. 



The situation was different now. Many young people were racking their brains to get into the winery, 

and some even used their families 'connections. 

The entire winery was full of vitality now. He had been working here for his entire life, so he was 

naturally happy. 

Qin Lin and Li Qing followed Master Ma into the old wine cellar from the other side. As soon as they 

entered, the fragrance of wine wafted in the air. 

This wine cellar was definitely not inferior to the wine cellars of ordinary large wineries. Just the batch of 

decades-old wine that had been discovered at the beginning might not be something that those large 

wineries could produce. 

Other than the wine that Qin Lin had used to brew the medicinal wine, the rest of the wine was left in 

the winery as the key to the winery. This was the biggest asset that Master Ma had left for the winery. 

now, there was also this batch of linlin wine made from quality 2-echo water tribute rice. this was 

definitely something that no winery could provide. 

Chapter 943 Are You Kidding Me? Do You Think This Is An Ordinary New Wine? _2 

After all, no one could get a Grade 2 Xiangshui tribute rice. 

Mr. Li, " Master Ma said as soon as he came in, " I've been checking the seal every day for this batch of 

wine. There won't be any problems. 

Li Qing also smiled and said,"we naturally believe in Master Ma!" I'm going to try it now." 

As he spoke, Li Qing had already walked to one of the jars and began to carefully open it. A strong wine 

fragrance immediately floated out. 

it's indeed a wine that has been brewed for decades, " Li Qing said. even if it's made from a few 

mouthfuls of old Maotai wine, it can't be as mellow as this wine. 

At the same time, he picked up the wine ladle beside him and took a sip. 

the texture, taste, and aroma made it hard for him to believe that this was a new wine. 

after tasting one spoonful, he took another and handed it to master ma. " "Master Ma, you should try it 

too!" 

Master Ma would not stand on ceremony. As an experienced winemaker, he had long wanted to try this 

batch of wine. 

he also knew about xiangshui tribute rice. this wine was brewed with this rice. 

He had tasted it before when he was mixing it in the cellar. He knew how delicious this wine was, but it 

was a little spicy before. 

"En!" Master Ma was also very excited after he finished the taste."This wine isn't spiciness anymore, but 

after emitting the wine fragrance, it's simply too good to drink." 

Qin Lin also took the spoon and took a sip. 
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Although he wasn't a fan of wine, over time, he was still able to tell. For example, he could clearly feel 

that the spiciness was gone and the wine fragrance was added. 

Master Ma, " Li Qing said directly, " prepare a batch of Linlin wine bottles for me. I want the high-quality 

ones. I'm going to take a batch back and keep it well. 

"I'll get someone to send it over!" Master Ma nodded and walked out of the wine cellar. He knew that 

the boss had invited Mr. Li to make this batch of wine, and 20% of the wine was his reward. 

After Master Ma left, Li Qing asked, " "Qin Lin, this batch of wine is very meaningful. The first batch of 

wine brewed with Xiangshui tribute rice is also the first high-end wine produced by Linlin winery." 

"for those collectors with wine cellars, this wine is very meaningful as a collection. have you ever 

thought about holding an auction? It should be able to fetch a high price." 

once the wine of special years is released, they will hold an auction. I can help you arrange to contact 

those high-end collectors. Online auction or offline auction will do. 

"Mm! This can be done!" "But an online auction will do," Qin Lin said with a smile."After all, there isn't 

much wine in this batch." 

He knew what Li Qing had said. 

Maotai and Fenjiu would regularly auction wines from certain years or special periods in order to 

maintain and increase the collection value of their own wines. 

Li Qing smiled. sure, I'll make the arrangements for you. I'll make sure that the auction of Linlin winery 

will be a success. But you have to give me some time first! 

"En!" Qin Lin nodded. 

It would take some time to organize an online auction. 

Not long after, Master Ma brought in some premium bottles of Linlin wine and began to help Li Qing fill 

the bottle. 

The bottle of Linlin wine was the same as Maotai, with a capacity of half a catty each. 

Naturally, the label on the bottle was just put on. After all, the date of alcohol products was different 

from other drinks. The date was not the production date of the day, but the date of release. 

This batch of wine was last year, so it was natural to put the date of last year's wine in it. 

This batch of wine was close to 150 catties after the blending. Li Qing's 20% was 30 catties, so there 

were 60 bottles. 

When he returned to Ming city with the Linlin wine, he was so happy that he could not close his mouth. 

If one didn't compare the effects of these wines with the Linlin medicinal wine, these wines were much 

better than the bronze Linlin medicinal wine. 

Qin Lin also brought a few bottles of Linlin wine made from 2-ring water tribute rice back to the office. 

Then, he entered the game with a thought and saw the attributes of this batch of Linlin wine. 



[ Linlin wine: quality 2 ] 

[ this is Linlin wine brewed from a wine cellar for decades using quality 2 Echo Water tribute rice: Rich 

nutrition +2, taste +2, mellow fragrance +2, delicious +2, vitamin TPP anti-aging +2, rich wine fragrance 

+1 ] 

But now that he mentioned it, its attributes definitely surpassed those decades-old wine. 

In terms of wine aroma, this batch of wine was not as good as the ones that had been aged for decades. 

However, the Xiangshui tribute rice wine itself had the attributes of +2 in texture,+2 in deliciousness, 

and +2 in mellow fragrance. It was absolutely overpowering. 

Therefore, according to the wine's comparison, a premium collection of Maotai aged over 30 years 

could be auctioned for 200000 Yuan. If he were to auction this batch of wine, it would be at least 

200000 Yuan. 

This guy should have ruthlessly provoked those who collected Linlin wine. It was a pity that the Linlin 

wine on the market was really good. 

After Li Qing returned to Ming city, he didn't forget about his business. The first thing he did was to 

contact many alcohol collectors in the country, and one of them was president Bao. 

His reason for inviting these people was very simple. He had obtained a kind of good wine and wanted 

to treat everyone to it. 

Li Qing was quite famous in the alcohol industry. He was one of the best in Ming city. Moreover, he 

knew the boss of Linlin company. 

Now, many people had learned from President Bao how terrifying the wine collection of the boss of 

Linlin company was. It made people envious and jealous. 

With this alone, even if Li Qing wasn't in the alcohol industry, they would still go if he said he got good 

wine. Who knew if he got some good wine from the boss of Linlin company? 

Therefore, no matter which city the invited people were in, they bought plane tickets and went to Ming 

city on the same day. 

For wine collectors like them, tasting a good wine together was a grand event. 

Therefore, on the third day, all the people invited by Li Qing arrived. He arranged for them to stay in the 

lobby of the brilliant hotel, the largest hotel in Ming city. 

As soon as President Bao saw Li Qing, he shook hands with him. "Li Qing, I heard that you have some 

good wine here. I put aside my work at the Association and came over immediately." 

"President Bao, the wine this time will definitely not disappoint you," Li Qing said with a smile. 

Another person came up to shake Li Qing's hand and asked, " Li Qing, it's been some time since we last 

met. Did you get the good wine you're talking about from the boss of Linlin? " 

Chairman Liu, you're right. It's true. Let's all try it later. Li Qing also smiled and shook hands with the 

other party. 



Following that, he greeted and shook hands with the people he had invited. These people were all wine 

lovers, and the people he had invited were naturally not ordinary. They were all top wine collectors. 

It was enough for Lin Lin winery to have these people participate in its first auction. 

This was like a celebrity dinner party. If you invited all Four Heavenly Kings, the class would be higher 

than if you invited a hundred B-list celebrities. 

Then, Li Qing asked someone to bring in bottles of Linlin wine and put them on the table. 

In an instant, President Bao, Chairman Liu, and the others were attracted by the wine and recognized 

that it was Linlin wine. 

Linlin wine was very famous now. 

President Bao's three bottles of 70-year-old Linlin wine, other than the ones he had used at the 

International alcohol exchange, probably had one bottle left. 

They had also thought about this bottle of wine, but President Bao had left it in the Association to bring 

it out for the highlight of the meeting and refused to take it out. 

everyone, " Li Qing said, " these are the good wines I got from Linlin company. I'd like to invite you to try 

them. 

This made President Bao and the others even more curious. 

"Could this be a previous year's Linlin wine?" 

"The 70 year old Linlin wine was so delicious. What year is it this time?" 

" if li qing can take it out as an invitation, his age must not be too low. " 

 "……" 

As President Bao and the others spoke, they also picked up the Linlin wine curiously and checked it. 

President Bao and the others were stunned when they saw the date. 

"This wine was only released last year?" "Li Qing, don't joke with us like this," President Bao said, 

embarrassed. 

Chairman Liu and the others also looked at Li Qing in shock. 

What's so good about this Linlin wine that was only released last year? 

to be honest, they also had linlin wine from last year in their wine cellar. they had tasted it, but it was 

just like the new low-end new wines such as maotai and fenjiu. they could not taste it at all. 

the reason why he bought some and put it in his cellar was also because of the variety of wines in his 

cellar. if this new wine was kept for another ten or twenty years, it might catch their eyes. 

Of course, that was if their wine cellar was still there after ten or twenty years. 



Now that Li Qing had invited them over from a long distance away, he was treating them to this kind of 

wine. 

The other party was definitely joking with them. 

" li qing, stop joking. bring out the real wine! " president bao immediately said. 

Chapter 944 429-It's Really! New Wine! The Auction Has Only Just Started! And It's Already Shocking 

When Li Qing heard President Bao's words, he smiled and said, " President Bao, I'm not joking with you. 

This is the Linlin wine that I'm going to treat you to today. Of course, the year of this Linlin wine is 

indeed last year, but it's definitely not what you think. 

as li qing spoke, he opened a bottle of linlin wine and poured it into the glasses in front of president bao 

and chairman liu. 

President Bao, Chairman Liu, and the others looked at each other. 

what else could be different about this new wine? It's not like it's Linlin medicinal wine. 

No matter what kind of tricks were played and what year the wine was stored in, the fact remained that 

new wine couldn't be compared with those aged wines. 

However, seeing that Li Qing had already poured a glass of wine for everyone, they could only pick up 

the glass in front of them and try it. 

Having a taste was a show of respect. If Li Qing really couldn't bring out any other good wine later, they 

would use it as an excuse to leave. 

This should be what most people were thinking. 

They didn't have a special relationship with Li Qing like President Bao did. 

The other party had invited them over, and they had come all the way here. In the end, the good wine 

that the other party said was only a new wine. It was a bit of a joke. 

President Bao also picked up the glass of wine in front of him and tasted it. He knew that Li Qing was not 

the kind of person who would play with others. 

This wine might really be special. 

After all, it was Linlin wine. 

He placed a glass of wine in his mouth. After taking a sip, President Bao's expression changed. He 

subconsciously took another sip."This bi an ..." 

After tasting the wine, Chairman Liu said directly, " Li Qing, I knew you were joking with us. How is this a 

new wine? you almost scared us with a wine bottle from the date of the new wine. 

After the others had tasted the wine poured by Li Qing, they all smiled and said, " 

"Good wine, this Linlin wine is really good!" 

"it doesn't even taste and smell like a 30-year old wine!" 
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I'm afraid 30 years isn't enough. I need to be older. 

I was almost tricked. I really thought it was a new wine! 

Li Qing, tell me, " President Bao said with a smile. what year is this wine? I can't believe I didn't taste it! 

that's right, " Chairman Liu chimed in. I didn't even know the age of the wine. That's strange! 

The others nodded as well, but then they found it unbelievable. 

All of them added together could be considered the top wine-tasting people in the country, right? 

Logically speaking, it was impossible that they couldn't taste the year of a wine. 

Unless the wine was more than a hundred years old, it would be impossible to tell the difference since it 

had been fermented to perfection. 

This wine was indeed a little strange. According to the taste, aroma, and taste, it was indeed 30 or 40 

years old. However, there was something strange about it that they couldn't put their finger on. 

li qing looked at these people's abnormal expressions and laughed. " President Bao, Chairman Liu, and 

everyone else, I'm not lying to you. This is indeed a new wine, and I personally brewed it for Linlin 

winery last year. 

"What?" President Bao was shocked when he heard this. 

The others also looked at Li Qing in disbelief. 

They were all wine collectors, and they had never seen a new wine that was so delicious. The taste was 

so good, and the wine didn't smell like a new wine. There was a special mellow aroma. 

But Li Qing didn't have to lie to them about this. 

"Li Qing, you brewed this last year, so why doesn't the taste match?" Chairman Liu asked 

subconsciously. A new wine can't be like this." 

Li Qing explained,"this wine is brewed with special materials. President Bao, you should know about the 

Xiangshui tribute rice, right?" This wine is made from Xiangshui tribute rice, and it's a high-quality one at 

that." 

"Xiangshui tribute rice?" President Bao exclaimed. 

"High quality Xiangshui tribute rice? There's such a thing?" Chairman Liu was also surprised. 

The others also looked at each other in disbelief. 

Because this was something they would never think about. 

Of course, they knew about Xiangshui tribute rice, which was limited in production. There was only a 

small amount each year. Except for the ones sent to the capital, not much of it was sold outside. Now, 

one catty of it was worth 2000 to 3000 Yuan. 



it was just that there were not many of them. even if you were willing to spend 2000 to 3000 yuan to 

buy a pound, no one would sell it to you. without enough identity, status, and connections, you would 

not be able to buy it. 

They could eat Xiangshui tribute rice, but they could only eat it occasionally in a year. They had never 

thought that they could use Xiangshui tribute rice to make wine. 

Even the bosses of companies like Maotai and Fenjiu would not think about this. 

Who knew that Linlin wine factory would actually use this Xiangshui tribute rice to make wine, and it 

was even some high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice. 

They had eaten quite a lot of Xiangshui tribute rice, but they had never heard of any high-quality 

Xiangshui tribute rice. 

However, Li Qing didn't seem to be lying when he took out this wine. In other words, there was really a 

premium version of Xiangshui tribute rice. It was just that their status wasn't high enough, so they 

couldn't get it. 

President Bao couldn't help but ask,"Li Qing, you're using Xiangshui tribute rice to make wine. Can the 

new wine from last year be this delicious?" 

Li Qing didn't dare to confirm, so he could only say, " "Although the Xiangshui tribute rice is the main 

reason, there is also a special brewing technique. In addition, there is an old wine cellar that has been 

around for more than 60 years, and a master who has been brewing wine for decades is constantly 

watching. All these aspects added together to produce this good wine." 

At this moment, guild leader Bao and the others had no choice but to believe it. 

Chapter 945 429-It's Really! New Wine! The Auction Has Only Just Started! And It's Already Shocking 

President Bao asked curiously,"Li Qing, the Linlin wine factory doesn't have the Linlin wine made from 

Xiangshui tribute rice, right?" After all, Xiangshui tribute rice was very difficult to buy. Even the Linlin 

winery couldn't get dozens of catties of ordinary Xiangshui tribute rice to make wine, right? Not to 

mention the higher grade Xiangshui tribute rice." 

This was a fact. 

Li Qing smiled. the Linlin wine factory didn't use much Xiangshui tribute rice to brew the Linlin wine this 

time. But it's more than a few dozen catties. We still have more than 100 catties. 

moreover, this is the first batch of wine made by Linlin winery using Xiangshui tribute rice. It's of great 

significance. 

These words completely stunned Chairman Liu and the others. 

Although they knew that the boss behind Linlin company was very powerful, wasn't he too awesome? 

Using over 100 catties of Xiangshui tribute rice to brew wine, and it was even the high-quality Xiangshui 

tribute rice that had never been heard of before, would cause a huge sensation. 

No wonder Linlin wine was so delicious last year. 
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Therefore, sometimes, the unknown could always convince people. The unknown seemed mysterious. 

Now, the high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice was a very mysterious thing to President Bao and the 

others. 

This was because they had never eaten high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice. 

then, these people also turned their attention to the wine. 

"Li Qing, aren't you very familiar with boss Qin?" President Bao asked anxiously. Can you introduce us to 

that boss Qin and ask him to buy some for us?" 

yeah, " Chairman Liu said anxiously, " it's really difficult. I can ask for a bottle from boss Qin! 

The others also looked at Li Qing. 

After tasting the wine, they finally knew how good it was. The new wine was so delicious, and it might 

become the best after a few years. 

Moreover, who else could use 100 catties of high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice to brew it? this might be 

the only batch, and the collection value would be great. it would be something to be proud of in the 

future. 

When Li Qing heard these words, he knew that he had achieved his goal. He immediately said, " 

"Everyone, you don't have to ask me for this. As far as I know, Linlin winery will be holding an auction for 

this batch of Linlin wine on an official account in Linlin Manor in two days. You can go and bid for it 

yourself. The amount should be wrong." 

Upon hearing this, President Bao, Chairman Liu, and the others revealed a happy expression. 

He had to get some of this wine. As long as he had a place to get it, money wouldn't be a problem. The 

auction was just for the one with the highest price to get it. It was just spending money, and he didn't 

need to owe anyone a favor. 

Everyone quickly started discussing the matter of participating in the auction. Some people who didn't 

know anything about online auctions had already hurriedly asked the people around them. 

Li Qing laughed when he saw this. 

His mission was complete. 

Two days passed by quickly. 

At the Linlin Manor, Lin Lanzi had also arrived at Qin Lin's office to report, " Chairman Qin, the Linlin 

Wine Auction that you've planned is almost done. You can directly link the auction to the live broadcast. 

Also, this is the video that the official account is going to post. Take a look. 

Qin Lin took the video and watched it. The content of the video was very simple. It directly explained the 

content of the auction, and it was simple and easy to understand. 

After Qin Lin finished watching the video, he returned it to Lin Lanzi and said, alright, let's release this 

video. After a day's worth of hype, we can start the auction tomorrow. 



lin lanzi nodded. after taking the video, she returned to the linlin manor's multimedia department and 

got someone to upload the video to the official account of linlin manor. 

Linlin villa's official account already had a terrifying number of fans, so many fans saw the video as soon 

as it was released. 

Moreover, many fans were attracted to it. 

this was the linlin wine auction. 

One must know that Linlin wine was more famous than Maotai, and its collection value was also greater. 

Many people wanted to buy it for their collection. 

There were even people who had already made a profit from reselling Linlin wine and buying cars and 

houses. 

However, it was too difficult to buy Linlin wine in the market. As long as one could buy it, it would rise in 

price after a while. 

Previously, people spent tens of Yuan to buy a bottle, but now, they couldn't even buy it for 1000 Yuan. 

Now that the Linlin wine was being auctioned, it would be hard not to attract attention. Even if one 

bottle was sold for 1000, it would be more than 1000 after some time. 

Naturally, the most attractive thing was that the Linlin wine was brewed with Xiangshui tribute rice, 

which was a big gimmick. 

Most people didn't know about Xiangshui tribute rice and wouldn't come into contact with it in their 

entire lives. However, most of the fans who followed the Linlin villa knew about Xiangshui tribute rice. 

after all, everyone knew that the xiangshui tribute rice was one of the supreme set meals in linlin villa. 

only after it became popular did everyone know how rare xiangshui tribute rice was. 

Now, Linlin winery was actually using this rice to make wine. 

Many people had already made up their minds to bid for some collectibles. 

As time passed, more and more people knew about the video. Furthermore, after some time, it became 

a hot topic by night time. It was a big hot topic. 

There was a small parking lot in a temple called the heavenly Empress Palace. In the temple, the 

Empress was looking in the direction of the parking lot with orchid fingers. 

She was probably curious as to why the car was shaking so violently in the middle of the night. 

Finally, the car shook and stopped. 

Wan Gu panted heavily in the car and said to the beautiful woman with heavy makeup beside him,"I'm 

sorry, I was really bored today, so I ended it hastily." 

brother Gu, you've been coming here every day for the past week. Do you want to die? " The woman 

said coquettishly. 



Chapter 946 429-It's Really A New Wine! The Auction Has Only Just Started, And We're Already Shocked! 

Eternal was slightly embarrassed. He was on the verge of death, and he felt it at night. After resting for a 

while, he took out his phone and browsed the news. 

It was the time of the sage. Even if the beautiful woman beside him was defenseless, he could still be a 

gentleman. 

After scrolling through a few videos, he found a video of Linlin villa that he was following. 

in order to thank the fans for hosting, we will hold an auction for Linlin wine in our official live broadcast 

room tomorrow. The wine was released last year, but this Linlin wine is brewed with Xiangshui tribute 

rice. 

Wan Gu's interest was piqued when he saw the video. He also liked to drink. The Linlin medicinal wine 

was too difficult to buy, so it was not a bad idea to buy Linlin wine to drink. 

Moreover, this Linlin wine obviously had collection value. 

It just so happened that he had recently sold the copyright of a book and made some money. 

This Linlin wine wasn't Linlin medicinal wine. Spending tens of thousands of Yuan should be enough, 

right? One must know that a few tens of thousands of Yuan could buy a lot of Maotai. 

"brother gu, do you want to bid for this wine?" "I want to drink too. It's easier to do things after 

drinking," the beautiful woman beside him asked expectantly. 

"Let's film it tomorrow then!" Eternal smiled. 

The next day, an official account of the Linlin villa started broadcasting on time. Eternal also entered the 

Linlin villa's live broadcast room at the first moment. 

Moreover, to his surprise, the number of online viewers in the entire live broadcast room had exceeded 

250000 in a short time, and it was still increasing. 

In the entire mouyin, only Linlin villa's live broadcast room had such a situation. 

Now, the official account of Linlin villa was a symbol and signal. The commotion here was not just about 

the villa, but also the entire Linlin company, and even people like professor Li Kai. 

Therefore, it was hard not to be popular. 

Naturally, there were many people who came to the live broadcast room at night, in addition to those 

who wanted to join in the fun, there were also many people who wanted to take pictures of Linlin wine. 

Especially those who loved to drink and would buy wine. They all knew that Linlin wine had a collectible 

value. Coupled with the fact that it was brewed from Xiangshui tribute rice, its value was even greater. 

Many people were as confident as eternal and wanted to auction some home. 

Lin Lanzi was hosting the live broadcast tonight, and her opening speech was a lot more prepared. If it 

wasn't for her beauty, good figure, and temperament, she would have dragged too much time in this 
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live broadcast room and talked too much nonsense. She would definitely be scolded by countless 

people. 

so, because she was pretty, because she had a good figure, because she had the temperament, the 

audience knew that she was waiting for the highest popularity to drag out the time, but they still 

endured it. 

Being beautiful was an advantage in this society. 

Finally, when her online popularity broke through 500000 +, Lin Lanzi also announced the start of the 

auction. The first ten auctions would auction one bottle of wine at a time, and the next ten auctions 

would auction two bottles at a time. 

When eternal heard that the auction for the first bottle of wine had started, he immediately pressed the 

bidding option and filled in 5000 Yuan. 

He felt that this number should be safe. 

5000 Yuan could buy a lot of Linlin wine that was released last year. 

Eternal pressed the 'confirm' button, but a notification immediately popped up. Your bid is lower than 

the current highest price. 

"？？？"Aeon was stunned. 

This was just the beginning, and 5000 was already too little? 

Is this fake? 

He hurriedly looked at the highest price in the auction, but when he saw that price, he was in a bad 

mood. He couldn't help but curse, " "F * ck, are you joking?" 

200,000. 

Someone offered 200000 Yuan for the Linlin wine that was just released last year? 

This could be sold for those 30 or 40-year-old Maotai. 

Chapter 947 Xiangshui Gongmi's Side Is Dumbfounded 

Eternal was really stunned. 

What was going on? 

A new bottle of wine for 200000? 

Even if it was Linlin wine, it wouldn't be worth this price. It wasn't even Linlin medicinal wine. 

The hundreds of thousands of viewers in the live streaming room were equally dumbfounded. Many of 

them had planned to bid for it, so they were all dumbfounded when they saw the figure of 200000. 

They had guessed that with so many people in the live broadcast room, the auction of the Linlin wine 

brewed from Xiangshui tribute rice would definitely be very exciting. 
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However, no one had expected such a situation. The first offer was 200000 Yuan. It was a decisive blow. 

At this moment. 

In a villa, a man had already hurriedly sent a message to a group: I'll bid 200000 for this bottle. President 

Bao, Chairman Liu, and Wanwan, don't fight for it. We're on the same side! 

This WeChat group was filled with the alcohol collectors that Li Qing had invited. 

Li Qingjian had created the WeChat group in order to invite these people for wine tasting. 

These people had tasted the wine and naturally knew the value of this batch of Linlin wine. Even if it was 

produced last year, the taste, taste, and aroma of this wine were not inferior to 30 or 40-year-old 

Maotai. 

Therefore, the wine was worth 200000 Yuan. 

The key was that if this wine was stored in the wine cellar for 10 or 20 years, 30 or 40-year-old wine 

would not be able to compare to it. The value would be even higher. 

This batch of wine was made from high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice. This was the first batch, and might 

even be the only batch. This special batch would add even more value in the future. 

In the end, the price of 200000 shocked everyone in the livestream room, and no one else made another 

bid. Moreover, this was only the first taste of the wine, so there was no need to. 

The auction for the second bottle of wine soon began. 

Eternal clicked on 'auction' again and entered 10000. If the first bottle was sold at such a high price, it 

would stimulate the audience's desire to auction it off. It would make people feel that the collection 

price of this wine was not ordinary, and the price would definitely go up. 

After eternal entered the amount, he pressed the confirm button, but the notification appeared again. 

your bid is lower than the current highest price! 

"？？"Eternal was stunned. Low? 

When he looked again, the highest bid was still 200000. 

Was it the same person who had bid for the second bottle of wine? 

Naturally, they could not be the same person. 

In Ming city, Li Qing saw another message in the WeChat group saying that he had bid 200000 Yuan. 

These people were obviously splitting the Linlin wine in this auction. 

" there's another bid of 200000 yuan. is there anyone who wants to bid higher than this audience 

member? " Lin Lanzi said in surprise in the broadcasting room of Linlin villa's multimedia department. 

She knew the situation of this batch of wine. It was only brewed last year. Even if it was brewed with 

Xiangshui gongmi, it would be worth a lot of money. She did not expect it to be worth 200000 Yuan. 



The 200,000 Yuan price was definitely not a fraud by the villa itself. It was the real bidding price with a 

deposit. 

The price of 200000 Yuan was divided tacitly by President Bao and the others. The other people who hid 

the wine and the big boss might not know, so the audience in the live streaming room naturally did not 

have the courage to follow. 

Very quickly, the bidding for the third bottle of wine began. 

Eternal pressed the bid button once again. This time, he was determined and directly entered a bid of 

50000. 

He was going to be generous this time. 

The person in front of him had already bid 200000 for two bottles in a row. He couldn't bid for more, 

right? 

It's just a new wine, who wouldn't care about money? 

He clicked 'confirm' and the notification appeared again. 

"Your bid is lower than the current highest bid!" 

When eternal saw that the price was still 200000, he immediately cursed, " "F * ck, who doesn't take 

money seriously?" 

the live broadcast room completely exploded. 

What kind of charm does this Linlin wine have? It could actually make people continuously bid 200000? 

Even those who didn't know much about wine would know that the wine that was just released last year 

couldn't be worth 200000 Yuan. Was it because it was made from Xiangshui gongmi? 

That wasn't all. In the next ten auctions, almost every bottle of wine was sold for 200000. 

Eternal had already given up. 

he was just a failed author. even if he was lucky enough to sell the copyright, the money wouldn't be 

able to afford such a mess. 

next up was the auction of 10 times, 2 bottles per set. 

now, we'll begin the first auction for two bottles of Linlin wine. The ingredients are still Xiangshui tribute 

rice-brewed Linlin wine, " Lin Lanzi said to the live broadcast room again. 

At the same time, an assistant also brought two bottles of Linlin wine to the live broadcast room. 

As eternal watched the livestream, he no longer had any interest in bidding. It could be said that most of 

the audience in the livestream had the same thoughts as him. 

200,000 a bottle was a sum that most people were reluctant to spend, let alone to bid for a bottle of 

wine. 



Moreover, based on the previous 10 times, it went without saying that someone would definitely bid 

400000 for two bottles this time. 

He just didn't know if the previous 10 bidders were the same person. 

As expected, someone immediately offered 400000 gold coins for this auction. 

it was as if this was the default price of the linlin wine brewed with xiangshui tribute rice. 

He had thought that 400000 Yuan would be the final price, just like the 200000 Yuan per bottle 

previously, and that no one would compete. 

However, it was different this time. As soon as the bid of 400000 was announced, someone offered 

500000. 

Ming city. 

Chen shengfei was also holding a mobile phone and watching the livestream of Linlin villa. There was a 

bottle of Linlin wine beside him, which was a gift from Li Qing. 

"You've already taken 10 bottles, stop wasting time!" Chen shengfei said impatiently. 500000 was 

naturally his bid. 

Chapter 948 Xiangshui Gongmi Is Dumbfounded!_2 

The price also caused a commotion among the collectors in Li Qing's WeChat group. 

"I bid 400000, who's next?" Chairman Liu asked directly, followed by an angry emoji. 

They were the only ones who had drunk this wine. Other than them, no one else should have bid for it. 

No one else should have tasted this Linlin wine. 

However, the people in the WeChat group all expressed that they did not participate in the bidding at 

all. 

When Chairman Liu saw this, he could only sneer. 

They were all people who loved wine, would anyone believe them when they said that? Someone in the 

group must have secretly increased the price. 

As expected, drinking buddies couldn't be trusted. 

He did not hesitate and raised the price to 600000. 

"You're still f * cking snatching?" Chen shengfei saw that someone had raised the bid, so he decisively 

raised it to 700000. 

When Chairman Liu saw this, he glared at the people in the group and immediately wondered who did 

it. 

The drinking buddy who was chatting politely suddenly became very annoying in his eyes. 

President Bao was also frowning at the other people in the WeChat group. 
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He didn't know what to say. 

He didn't know if it was because of the people in the group, but there was a high possibility that it was 

because it was difficult for outsiders to know about the obsession of people who loved wine. 

If it was someone from the group, he wouldn't find it strange. After all, no one was short of money. 

Of course, it was possible that he was not a member of the group, but this was meaningless. After all, 

with the participation of outsiders, they could not have the same tacit understanding as before. 

seeing that the other party had increased the price by another 700000, chairman liu also raised the price 

to 800000. 

Who knew that the other party would actually raise the price to 900000? 

This made him so angry that he increased the price to 1 million. 

Was it worth 1 million for a bottle of wine? 

It was definitely not worth it now. 

After all, it was a new wine, even if it was brewed with high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice, even if it was 

the first time, even if it was only this batch. 

However, in a few years or even ten years, it would definitely be worth it. 

Because he had personally drunk this wine. 

The price of a 40-year-old and above Maotai would increase with each additional year. A 45-year-old 

one would cost more than one million Yuan. 

As for this Linlin medicinal wine, a new wine was equivalent to 30 or 40 years old. If it was kept for 10 

years, it would definitely be worth more than 1 million. 

This was the value of collection and potential. 

What's more, this was the first batch of Xiangshui gongmi wine. Linlin wine from this date might be the 

only one, so the added value would be very high. 

the same 40-year-old maotai could be sold for a few million yuan at an auction. 

" you're really f * cking trying. i'm not playing with you anymore! " Chen shengfei also gave up. 

He did not lack money, but he did not want to build it this way. 

Moreover, it was better to ask Qin Lin for it directly than to fight with this aggrieved species. 

The price of one million naturally shocked all the viewers in the live streaming room. 

200,000 for a bottle of Lin Lin wine was already shocking enough, and now it was being bid for at 

500000. 

this wine was too heaven-defying. even brand wines like maotai and fenjiu would be intimidated by it. 

666, today I finally know what it means to be rich. 



"The collection value of Linlin wine is going to rise again." 

haha, I have a few boxes of Linlin wine at home. I feel like I can get another suite. 

"……" 

the live broadcast room instantly became extremely lively. 

The auction naturally continued. 

The second two-bottle Linlin Wine Auction began. 

Chairman Liu looked at the people in the WeChat group, but a sneer appeared on his face. They had 

originally discussed the price tacitly, but now that someone didn't follow the rules, he couldn't be 

blamed. 

He immediately bid for it and placed a bid of 1 million. Naturally, he wanted to bid for more. 

On the other side, President Bao sighed when he saw the price. He guessed that it must be Chairman 

Liu. 

The tacit understanding had been broken, and they could only bid. 

He silently sent 1.1 million. 

Regardless of whether this wine was worth a million Yuan, this was the first batch, and this batch was 

definitely the only one. He knew that this wine was good, so he definitely wanted to bid for it. 

The audience in the live streaming room could only say that these people were crazy to see that there 

were still people who wanted to raise the bid at 1 million. 

In the following auctions, the price of almost every set of wine was not lower than 1 million. 

This Linlin Wine Auction was very sensational. 

Therefore, the next day, the auction in Linlin villa's live broadcast room directly became a hot search. 

the people who saw the news were obviously shocked by this hot search. 

It was understandable that the wine was expensive, but it was impossible for those branded wines that 

were decades old to not be expensive. 

However, the new wine was just released last year, and the price was so high. It was really shocking. A 

bottle of it was sold for the highest price of 600000 Yuan. 

Could it be Linlin wine's own hype? 

There seemed to be such a possibility. Back then, a certain three stones had been using this method. 

Many people had this thought. 

In a certain red wine business in Feicheng, the boss, Hao Liang, was in his company office early in the 

morning with an unhappy expression. 

His wine business was in great trouble. 



Although Linlin liquor had won the title of baijiu at the International alcohol fair, and baijiu could 

compete with the Western liquor market, their baijiu was only inferior to Maotai and Fenjiu. They were 

even qualified to apply for various official honors. 

Now that Maotai and Fenjiu had the honor, it was his turn. It was very useful for the company and wine 

reputation. 

Now that this Linlin wine had appeared out of nowhere and become the number one wine, their wine 

had been squeezed out. The various certificates that should have been given to them were now given to 

Linlin wine after discussion. 

This was equivalent to dealing a heavy blow to them and putting them in an awkward situation. This 

would also affect their market. 

Early in the morning, he saw the trending news of the Linlin Wine Auction last night. 

Chapter 949 Xiangshui Gongmi Is Dumbfounded!_3 

A new bottle of wine could be auctioned for 700000? 

Their company's 30-year-old wine couldn't even be sold for one-third of that price. 

More importantly, how much could their company's new wine sell for? At the same time, the cheaper 

one was only 200 yuan. 

what was the difference between 200 yuan and 700000 yuan? 

it's definitely Linlin winery's publicity stunt. This kind of publicity is really disgusting. Hao Liang directly 

called his Secretary over and instructed, " find some people and expose the fact that Linlin winery is 

hyping up the auction and treating everyone as fools. Don't let anyone know that we did it. 

The Secretary nodded and left immediately. 

Hao Liang snorted coldly. 

He had a grudge against the Linlin wine factory, and jealousy twisted one's mind. So, even if it didn't 

benefit him, as long as it was bad for the wine factory, he would be happy. 

Soon, the hot search on the internet changed to the hot search news of Linlin's auction: 

Linlin winery treats people like fools! 

Linlin winery's purpose in using this self-directed and self-staged auction is to reap the benefits of 

everyone. 

even if you use your brain to think, you know that the new wine can't be so valuable. Think about the 

new wine from Maotai and Fenjiu! 

For a time, the internet was full of the excuse of exposing the hype of Linlin wine and their intention to 

cut off the leeks. 

Qin Lin received Lin Lanzi's report in the manor's office. Chairman Qin, this is obviously someone's doing. 

The traces of the Internet Water Army are too obvious. 
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Qin Lin sighed. 

This was probably what it meant to be famous. 

Sometimes, no matter what you do, there will always be people who will target you. 

"Think about how to deal with this news." Qin Lin said helplessly. 

He had wanted to learn from companies like Maotai and Fenjiu to hold auctions and maintain Linlin 

wine's reputation, but who knew that such a terrible thing would happen? 

"Chairman Qin, perhaps we don't need to do anything." Lin Lanzi suddenly spoke again and even passed 

the phone to him. 

Qin Lin took the phone in confusion and watched the video. 

It was the long-haired Bao from the white wine Association. haha, I'm lucky to have won a bottle of 

Linlin wine brewed from high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice. Only after drinking this wine will you know 

what a real good wine is. 

This was equivalent to clearing the name of Linlin wine and returning the favor. 

After President Bao, someone also spread the news that President Bao had bought Linlin wine by 

auctioning it on his WeChat moments. 

This was the boss of a very large corporation, and it was impossible for him to help the Linlin winery 

hype up its business. 

After that, it was revealed through various channels that several wine collectors with high status had 

participated in the Linlin Wine Auction. 

With these people participating in the auction, who could say that Lin Lin winery was hyping it up? 

Moreover, these people wouldn't help Jing Lin winery to hype up the news. 

That meant that this batch of Linlin wine was really worth that much money. 

When Hao Liang received the news, he was immediately dumbfounded. 

Could it be that the Linlin wine's auction wasn't directed by the Linlin winery, or was it worth so much? 

It was at this time that someone on the internet analyzed that the high value of this batch of Linlin wine 

might be related to Xiangshui tribute rice. 

After all, this wine was brewed with Xiangshui tribute rice. No one had ever used Xiangshui tribute rice 

to brew a bar before. 

Could it be that the Xiangshui tribute rice wine was extraordinary? 

hao liang also thought so. he gave president bao a call at the first moment, and once the call went 

through, he asked, " "President Bao, I want to ask you about something." 

President Bao and the others definitely didn't participate in the auction on impulse. The most likely 

reason was that they had drunk this wine and knew its condition. 



President Bao didn't hide anything. The news of this batch of Linlin wine was all over the internet now, 

and it would spread sooner or later. 

Therefore, Hao Liang also received the news: "Okay, it's made from high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice. 

The new wine is comparable to 30 or 40-year-old wine, hehe." 

After hanging up the phone, Hao Liang was in disbelief. Using Xiangshui tribute rice to brew wine had 

such an effect? 

He hurriedly called his Secretary over and instructed, " "Go and find out the channels for Xiangshui 

tribute rice. I want to buy Xiangshui tribute rice, no matter the price!" 

Not only Hao Liang, but also the bosses of alcohol companies like Maotai and Fenjiu had also heard 

about the high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice wine. They all used their connections and began to inquire 

about the channels of Xiangshui tribute rice, wanting to buy a batch at all costs. 

In the end, the people related to the Xiangshui tribute rice channel were all confused. 

Chapter 950 431-You Have To Pay The Price! 

Xiangshui tribute rice was commonly known as the " rice that grew on stone slabs. it grew on a lava 

plateau that had been around for tens of thousands of years. It was nourished by the black humus soil, 

irrigated by the pure Mirror Lake water, and breathed in the fresh air of the primitive forest. It looked 

like a piece of fine jade, but it tasted sweet, gentle, and soft. 

Since the Tang Dynasty, Xiangshui tribute rice had been presented as a tribute rice for all dynasties. It 

had become a legend among rice and was known as the " first rice since ancient times. 

Naturally, this was just a beautiful introduction to the outside world, but it also showed the status of 

Xiangshui tribute rice. 

The scarcity of Xiangshui tribute rice was also a well-known problem. 

Because Xiangshui tribute rice contained anti-aging ingredients, the country had once wanted to 

develop this rice and make it the mainstream rice. This would be beneficial to the entire nation. 

It was a pity that Xiangshui tribute rice was too harsh on its growth environment, so it was difficult to 

cultivate successfully. 

After spending a lot of money and not achieving any results, the research in this area was abandoned. 

the person in charge of xiangshui tribute rice was called lai jing. 

Lai Jing put down the phone in his hand and was a little confused. 

This was the third phone call he had received today. It was another report from a Wine Company that 

wanted to buy Xiangshui gongmi wine. 

What kind of joke was this? 
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There was only a limited amount of Xiangshui tribute rice produced every year. Apart from the rice that 

was sent to the capital, there was not much left to be shared outside. Moreover, each shared channel 

represented a great network of connections. 

There was only so much of it. How could he sell the tribute rice to the wine industry? 

These people were really whimsical. 

As Lai Jing was thinking, another phone rang. He picked it up and the person on the other end said, " 

"CEO Lai, the boss of the Maotai liquor company is asking about Xiangshui tribute rice. He also said that 

he wants to buy 50 kilograms of high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice to make wine. The price is 

negotiable." 

Lai Jing said angrily,"just tell the other party that you don't have any." 

To be honest, he didn't care about the Maotai wine industry at all. Moreover, where did the other party 

get the confidence to think that he could sell 100 catties of Xiangshui tribute rice to the other party to 

make wine? 

He even talked about high-quality Xiangshui tribute rice. 

He didn't even know what Xiangshui tribute rice was. 

However, he also felt that something was wrong when these wine companies suddenly came to him in 

unison. He called his Secretary and ordered, " "find out what's going on. why did these wine companies 

suddenly come to buy xiangshui tribute rice?" 

Mr. Lai, " the Secretary replied immediately, " you wouldn't know if you didn't go online. This must have 

something to do with Linlin winery. 

"Linlin winery? Linlin company's business?" Lai Jing asked. He still knew about Linlin company's 

reputation. 

The Secretary hurriedly nodded. that's right. Linlin wine factory just held an auction for Linlin wine 

yesterday. It's all new wine from last year. The auction price for a bottle is 600000 Yuan. 

also, Linlin wine factory said that the Linlin wine was brewed with our Xiangshui tribute rice. That's why 

it's so expensive. 

As he spoke, the Secretary had already taken out his phone and found the video of the Linlin Wine 

Auction. He handed it to Lai Jing. 

Lai Jing took the video and watched it. He quickly understood the whole story, but his face was a little 

solemn."Go and find out which channel made the Xiangshui gongmi wine for Linlin winery." 

His heart was clearly a little unbalanced. 

How much was a Jin of Xiangshui tribute rice? 

The more expensive ones cost 2000 to 3000 Yuan per 500 grams. 



But now, under the name of their Xiangshui tribute rice, a bottle of new wine that weighed one Jin could 

be sold for 600000 Yuan? 

The difference was 300 times. 

Fans who sold their heads didn't earn so much money. 

The most important thing was that there was a fixed amount of Xiangshui tribute rice every year. The 

amount distributed by each channel was almost the same. It was impossible for the other party to get so 

much Xiangshui tribute rice to brew wine. 

Moreover, many powerful people had come to them, but they didn't have any rice to give them. Now, 

Linlin winery was using Xiangshui tribute rice to make wine. What would those powerful people think? 

They were probably unhappy that they didn't have rice for them, but they had rice for others to make 

wine. 

Wasn't this putting him on the fire and making him offend people? 

however, there was a fixed amount of xiangshui tribute rice sold through each channel every year, and 

the agents of each channel had also told them to record the amount. 

Therefore, it wasn't difficult to find out where Linlin winery got the Xiangshui tribute rice from. Once 

they found out, the person in charge of that channel would have to change. 

She was giving him an eye-opener. 

if all the channels were normal, then linlin winery would be in trouble. that was the name of xiangshui 

tribute rice. he would definitely expose the other party and make them suffer. 

When the time came, it would be a matter of integrity. Not only would Linlin winery be in trouble, but 

the company's integrity would also be questioned. 

Moreover, if the other party wanted to use the name of Xiangshui tribute rice to cheat people, they 

would have to pay the price. 

As for offending Linlin company? He was not worried at all. 

The tribute rice produced by Xiangshui tribute rice every year had a wide network of connections. Even 

if they could not deal with Linlin company, Linlin company could not deal with them either. 

Qin Lin didn't know about this. 

In the office, he was reading the news about Linlin wine on the internet. After the news of President Bao 

and the others participating in the auction came out, the negative comments disappeared and Linlin 

wine's reputation rose by a large margin. 

he believed that if such an auction were to be held two more times, soon everyone's inherent 

impression of him would change from asking for maotai to asking for linlin wine. 

… 

A week passed. 



Qin Lin went to the office early in the morning to do his daily tasks. 

 


